**BASIC EQUIPMENT REQUIRED**

**PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT**

- Ensure that sufficient TM signs & equipment are carried appropriate to the task/site.

**BASIC TOOLS & PLANT/EQUIPMENT**

- Ensure that the equipment is suitable/sufficient for the job.

**Method Statement**

1. Set up appropriate traffic management. Refer to the TM flowchart and install the appropriate Traffic Management in accordance with Chapter 8 of the Traffic Signs Manual/ Safety at Streetworks and Road Works Red Book.

2. Weeds can get a hold at the back of footpaths against walls or in the channel line against kerbs. If left unchecked they can break up the footway or carriageway surface.

3. Cut and scrape weeds, leave and soil build up. Sweep surface clean. Collect arisings and dispose – compost or other ‘green waste’ channel.